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Abstract: Comprehensive1H NMR assignments of the heme cavity proton resonances of sperm whale
metmyoglobin cyanide have provided the dipolar shifts for nonligated residues which, together with the crystal
coordinates of carbonyl myoglobin, allow accurate determination of both the anisotropies and orientation of
the paramagnetic susceptibility tensor,ø, in the molecular framework. The resulting axial,∆øax ) 2.48 ×
10-8 m3/mol, and rhombic anisotropy,∆ørh ) -0.58× 10-8 m3/mol, values at 25°C determined from the
most complete set of dipolar shifts are determined to 2% and 6% uncertainty, respectively, and agree well
with theoretical estimates (Horrocks, W. D., Jr. and Greenberg, E. S.Mol. Phys. 1974, 27, 993-999).
Numerically and spatially restricted input data sets lead to larger uncertainties in∆øax and∆ørh, but do not
systematically bias the orientation of the tensor. Determination of the anisotropies and orientation over the
temperature range 5-50 °C shows that the susceptibility tensor orientation is minimally influenced, with both
anisotropies well-behaved, and with∆øax exhibiting a temperature behavior close to that predicted for the
system. The quantitative determination of the magnetic anisotropies over temperature allows the quantitative
separation of contact and dipolar shifts for the iron ligands. The heme contact shifts reflect the expected dominant
π spin density at pyrrole positions, but the meso-protons exhibit low-field contact shifts indicative of unpaired
spin in aσ orbital. Such delocalizedσ spin density could arise from either deformation of the heme from
planarity or the loss ofσ/π separation for the dxz, dyz orbitals when the major magnetic axis is tilted strongly
from the heme normal as is experimentally observed. The observed anomalous temperature dependencies of
the heme methyl and axial His ring contact shifts, as well as that of the rhombic anisotropy, are all consistent
with thermal population of the excited orbital state. The limitations for quanitatively determining the excited
orbital state energy separation from the available NMR data are discussed.

Introduction

The potential unique and significant information content of
the hyperfine shifts,δhf, for paramagnetic hemoproteins resulted
in making myoglobin, Mb,1 one of the earliest and most
extensively studied proteins by NMR.2 Of the various para-
magnetic oxidation/spin states, the low-spin, (S) 1/2) cyanomet
form was the candidate of choice because of the excellent
resolution and narrow lines even for resonances close to the
iron.3 There are two potential contributions toδhf, as given by4,5

The contact contribution,δcon, results from direct delocalization
of the metal unpaired spin onto the ligands of the iron, the heme,
and ubiquitous proximal His and is given for nucleusj by

whereøii, gii (ii ) xx, yy, zz) are the components of the diagonal
paramagnetic susceptibiltyø̃, and spectroscopic splittingg̃
tensors, respectively, in the magnetic coordinate system,µï is
permeability of vacuum,â is the Bohr magneton, andγ is the
magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus.Aj/h measures the amount
of spin density,Fj, for nucleusj, via the relationship,5,6 Aj )
QFj, whereQ is a constant; low-spin ferrric hemes have the
lone unpaired spin in aπ-bonding d orbital. The contact shifts
for nonequivalent nuclei map out the nature of theπ molecular
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orbital(s) containing the unpaired spin and hence are of
considerable interest in describing the iron-heme and iron-
His π bonding.6-8

The second contribution toδhf is from the dipolar or through-
space interaction,4,5 δdip, arises from anisotropy in the para-
magnetic susceptibility tensor, and influences both ligated and
nonligated residue signals according to the relationship

where∆øax ) øzz -1/2(øxx + øyy), ∆ørh ) øxx - øyy, R, θ′, Ω′-
(x′,y′,z′) are the polar (Cartesian) coordinates of a proton in an
arbitrary, iron-centered coordinate system, andΓ(R,â,γ) is the
Euler rotation matrix that converts the arbitrary coordinate
system,9,10 into the magnetic coordinate system,R, θ, Ω(x,y,z)
(Figure 1). The dipolar shifts due to delocalized spin density to
a nucleus vanishes for a proton.5 Thus,δdip contains valuable
information on the magnitude of the anisotropies, which relate
to the electronic structure of the heme iron,11,12 the orientation
of the tensor which can be related to the orientations of both
the axial His relative to the heme,12,13 and the distortion of the

Fe-CN vector from the heme normal,10,14 and can serve as a
valuable constraint in constructing molecular models by solution
NMR.15 For simple, well-isolated spin states,ø, and hence both
δdip andδcon, follow the Curie (T-1) law. For the presentS )
1/2, iron(III), there are nearby orbital states such that both terms
would be expected to deviate signficantly from the Curie law.11

On the basis of the reasonable assumption that the contact
contribution dominates the heme hyperfine shift, it was shown
early that the largeπ contact shifts for 1-CH3 and 5-CH3 and
smaller shifts for 3-CH3 and 8-CH3 in metMbCN are consistent
with the expectation where theπ bonding of the axial His
imidazole raises the dxz, dyz degeneracy.12,13 Because of the
approximate alignment of the His imidazole along the pyrrole
B,D vector,16 the lone iron spin resides primarily in dxz which
can delocalize spin only to pyrrole A (1-CH3) and pyrrole C
(5-CH3). However, since the spacing between dxz and dyz is
comparable tokT,11 the temperature dependence of the methyl
contact shifts is expected to deviate from the simple Curie law
due to the increased unpaired spin population of dyz, which, at
the high-temperature limit, should lead to comparable spin
density at all four pyrroles. Such deviations from Curie law, in
fact, are quite general among low-spin ferric hemoproteins,17-21

with the methyl with larger shifts exhibiting larger slopes than
T-1 (hyper-Curie), whereas the methyl with the smallest contact
shifts show slopes much weaker thanT-1 (hypo-Curie) or, in
many cases, negative slopes or “anti-Curie” behavior. Modeling
the temperature dependence of heme methyl1H and13C contact
shifts on the basis of this model has generated estimates of the
splitting18-21 between dxz and dyz orbitals.

The difficulties in analyzing deviations from Curie behavior
of heme methyl shifts in terms of orbital spacing are that the
temperature dependencies of neitherδdip nor δcon are known
for a single state and it is not realistic to assume a strict Curie
law in light of theoretical considerations.11 Moreover, the
temperature dependencies of both∆øax and ∆ørh would have
to be known. Last, thermal population of excited orbital states
should lead to systematic anomalous temperature dependence
for δcon for the axial His as well as the heme and forδdip as
influenced byørh (see below). It is therefore clear that the first
step in such an analysis requires the quantitative separation of
δhf into δcon andδdip as a function of temperature. Since any
proton that exhibits nonzeroδcon (heme and axial His) also likely
exhibits nonzeroδdip, it is also obvious that the process can
be initiated only byfirst proViding a quantitatiVe description
of δdip, which is the only term that contributes toδhf for
nonligated residues near the heme. Recent progress in the
extension of 2D NMR methods22-24 to low-spin ferric hemo-
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the pseudosymmetric, iron-
centered coordinate system,x′, y′, z′ (R, θ′, Ω′) defined by the crystal
coordinates of MbCO, and the magnetic axes,x, y, z (R, θ, Ω), in which
the paramagnetic susceptibility tensor,ø, is diagonal. The two coordinate
systems are related by the Euler angles rotation,Γ(R,â,γ), via [x,y,z]
) [x′,y′,z′] Γ(R,â,γ), whereâ is the angle between major magnetic
axis, z, and the heme normal,z′ (magnitude of the tilt of the major
axis),R is the angle between the projection of thez axis on the heme
plane and thex′ axis (direction of the tilt of the major magnetic axis),
andκ ≈ R + γ defines the projection of the rhombic magnetic axes,
x, y, on the heme plane relative tox′, y.′ φ defines the angle between
the axial His plane and the NB-Fe-Nc vector. [Note: The reference
axes,x′, y′, z′, have been rotated by 45° compared to previous studies
from this lab,10,14,25,26and R defined with respect to the+x′, rather
than-x′ axis, to conform with other works; this leads to changes in
the three Euler anglesâ(new) ) â(old); R(new) ) R(old) + 135°;
κ(new) ) κ(old) - 45°.

δdip ) (12πNA)-1[∆øax(3 cos2 θ′ - 1)R-3 +
3/2∆ørh(sin2 θ′ cos 2Ω′)R-3]Γ(R,â,γ) (3)
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proteins has provided theδdip for numerous paramagnetically
shifted protons of sperm whale metMbCN10,14and a number of
its point mutants.25,26 Using the crystal structure for R,θ′, Ω′
(eq 3) of a structural homologue, allowed simultaneous estima-
tion of both the anisotropies,∆øax, ∆ørh, and orientation of the
magnetic axes.10,14,25,26However, neither a complete data set
has been used to determine the anisotropies and orientation of
the axes, nor have the uncertainties in the parameters been
ascertained on which an informative temperature study can be
based.

A more quantitative description of the magnitude of the
anisotropies and orientation of the tensor in metMbCN has
recently taken an unrelated, but equally important, interest.
Detailed studies of the residual1H-15N dipolar contributions
to the backbone15N-1H scalar couplings for metMbCN partially
oriented in a strong magnetic field27 indicated the potential for
novel information on slow collective motions involving whole
helices in this protein.28 Questions, however, have been raised29

on the interpretation based on potential uncertainties in both
the anisotropies and on the orientation of∆ø in sperm whale
metMbCN. Hence, a more comprehensive1H NMR study of
the solution magnetic and electronic properties of metMbCN
is clearly warranted to answer some of the questions raised.

The goals of the present study are to (1) extend the assign-
ments to all of the significantly dipolar-shifted protons in sperm
whale metMbCN, (2) evaluate the use of variable input data
that is potentially differentiately influenced by protein mobility
as input for determining the anisotropy and orientation of the
paramagnetic susceptibility, (3) estimate the uncertainties in each
of the determined parameters, (4) determine the temperature
dependence of the anisotropy and orientation of the paramag-
netic susceptibility tensors for direct comparison with theoretical
predictions,11 and by inference, (5) define the temperature
dependence of the contact shifts for the heme and axial His as
well as for∆ørh in the context of their interpretation in terms
of the spacing of the (dxy)2(dxz)2(dyz) and (dxy)2(dxz)(dyz)2 orbital
states.

Experimental Section

Sample Preparation.Sperm whale myoglobin was purchased from
Sigma Chemical Co. and used without further purification. Cyanomet-
myoglobin (metMbCN) samples were prepared by addition of 1.5 equiv
of K3Fe(CN)6, followed by repeated dialysis against 50 mM phosphate
buffer at pH 8.6 containing 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCN in either2H2O
or 90% H2O/10% 2H2O (pH uncorrected for the isotope effect). The
final protein concentration is∼5 mM.

1H NMR Spectra. All of the 1H NMR spectra were collected on an
GE Omega 500 MHz1H NMR spectrometer. The chemical shifts were
referenced to 2,2′-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS) through the
water peak. The rapidly relaxing signals were selectively enhanced in

WEFT spectra30 where the slowly relaxing diamagnetic envelope was
suppressed. Steady-state nuclear Overhauser (NOE) spectra were
collected by the application of a 50-ms soft pulse with the decoupler
on resonance and with off resonance to provide a reference, with a
total recycle time of 100 ms as described previously.31 NOESY,32,33

TOCSY,34 and magnitude COSY35 spectra were collected over the
temperature range 5-50°C for the2H2O sample with a spectral window
of 27.0 kHz using 2048t2 points; 64 scans were collected for each of
512 t1 increments, with mixing timeτm ) 50 ms. The recycle time is
700 ms. The NOESY spectra were also collected at 25 and 35°C
over 10.0 kHz withτm ) 100 ms and a 1.0 s recycle time to observe
the diamagnetic signals. The TOCSY spectra were collected at 25
and 35 °C over 10.0 kHz with a spin lock time of 50 ms and a
1.2 s recycle time using the MLEV-17 mixing scheme.36 The COSY
spectra were recorded in the magnitude mode over 12.0 kHz with a
700 ms recycle time. Solvent suppression, when required, was achieved
by direct saturation in the relaxation delay period. The data were
processed as previously described;23 details are given in the figure
captions.

Magnetic Axes Determination.The magnetic axes were determined
as described in detail previously.10,14Experimental dipolar shifts,δDSS-
(obsd), for protons on nonligated residues for structurally conserved
portions of the heme environment (relative to the reference crystal
structure16) were used as input to search for the Euler rotation angles,
R, â, γ, that transform the iron-centered pseudosymmetry coordinates37

(x′, y′, z′, or R, θ′, Ω′, (Figure 1)), readily obtained from the MbCO
crystal coordinates,16 into magnetic axes,x, y, z, by minimizing the
error function

with δdip(calcd) given by eq 1, and where

andδDSS(obsd) is the observed chemical shift referenced to DSS.δDSS-
(dia) is the shift in the isostructural diamagnetic MbCO complex,38 or
calculated for protons whoseδDSS(dia) are not available by usingδDSS-
(dia) ) δtetr + δsec + δrc, whereδtetr is the shift in an unfolded tetra
peptide;39 δsecis the shift of an amino acid proton typical forR-helices,
â-strands, coils, etc.;40 andδrc is the heme-induced ring current shift.41

Minimizing the error functionF/n in eq 4 was performed over five
parameters,∆øax, ∆ørh, R, â, and γ, by using the MbCO crystal
coordinates, as described in detail previously,10,14,25,26and subsequent
error analyses were performed with the Levenberg-Marguardt method
with the boundaries of the error function,F/n, set equal to 95.4% of
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Nguyen, B. D.; Rajarathnam, K.; La Mar, G. N.; Li, T.; Phillips, G. N. J.;
Eich, R. F.; Olson, J. S.; Ling, J.; Bocian, D. F.J. Biol. Chem.1995, 270,
20763-20774;
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X.; Vyas, K.; La Mar, G. N.; Lile, R. A.; Brucker, E. A.; Phillips, G. N.,
Jr.; Olson, J. S.; Wittenberg, J. B.J. Biol. Chem.1998 273, 9517-
9526.
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Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.1995, 92, 9279.
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Nat. Struct. Biol.1997, 4, 292.

(29) Bax, A.; Tjandra, N.Nat. Struct. Biol.1997, 4, 254.

(30) Gupta, R. K.J. Magn. Reson. 1976, 24, 461-465.
(31) Emerson, S. D.; La Mar, G. N.Biochemistry1990, 29, 1545-

1555.
(32) Jeener, J.; Meier, B. H.; Bachmann, P.; Ernst, R. R.J. Chem. Phys.

1979, 71, 4546-4553.
(33) States, D. J.; Haberkorn, R. A.; Ruben, D. J.J. Magn. Reson.1982,

48, 286-292.
(34) Braunschweiler, L.; Ernst, R. R.J. Magn. Reson.1983, 53, 521-

528.
(35) Bax, A.; Freeman, R.; Morris, G. J.J. Magn. Reson.1981, 42, 164-

168.
(36) Bax, A.; Davis, D. G.J. Magn. Reson. 1985, 65, 355-360.
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y′ axes passing through the pyrrole N-Fe-N rather than meso-Fe-meso
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(38) Mabbutt, B. C.; Wright, P. E.Biochim. Biophys. Acta1985, 832,
175-185; Dalvit, C.; Wright, P. E.J. Mol. Biol. 1987, 194, 313-327;
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F/n(∆øax, ∆ørh, R, â, γ) ) Σ|δdip(obsd)- δdip(calcd)|2 (4)

δdip(obsd)) δDSS(obsd)- δDSS(dia) (5)
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the confidence limit.42 For the iron-ligated porphyrin and axial His,
the hyperfine shift is obtained via

which, in turn, yields the contact shift via eq 1. Estimates ofδdip due
to breakdown of the point dipole approximation are<0.1 ppm for the
proton closest to a pyrroleâ-carbon with 0.1% spin density; these
contributions are completely negligible compared to the 5-10 ppm
δdip due to the spin density on the iron.

Results

Assignments.The majority of the previously reported WT
metMbCN assignments10,14 were based on 2D NMR data in
2H2O by using the crystal structure as a guide to expected heme
contacts. Thus, all but one nonlabile proton withRFe < 6 were
assigned, but relatively few protons withRFe > 7 Å were
identified. Subsequent work on mutant metMbCN had shown
that assignments could, for the most part, be determined
sequence specifically via standard backbone connections.25,26,43

Our interest here is to assign all of the protons with eitherδdip

> 1 ppm or RFe < 9 Å by using theδdip(calcd) from the
determined magnetic axes interactively to identify all such
candidates. The “intermediate” magnetic axes served as remark-
ably accurate indicators of the expected shifts for such target
protons, and the ultimate magnetic axes identified 122 such
target protons. The general approach for making these assign-
ments is given below and only spectral data relevant to assigning
the last elusive proton close to the iron, the CεH of His64(E7),
are shown. Other 2D NMR data, as well as the listing ofδDSS-
(obsd), δDSS(dia), δdip(obsd), andδdip(calcd) are given in
Supporting Information.

The fingerprint region of the TOCSY and NOESY spectra43

reveals the characteristic backbone connectivities for three
helical segments, I-III, with TOCSY-detected side chains as
follows: I, LeuiAlai+1AMX i+2AMX i+3AMX i+4Alai+5 that must
arise from Leu89(F4)-Ala94(F9) with AMXi+4 corresponding
to the backbone of the previously assigned axial His93(F8); II,
AMX jGlyj+1Valj+2Thrj+3Valj+4Xj+5Thrj+6Alaj+7Leuj+8Glyj+9 that
arises from His64(E7)-Gly73(E16) with AMXj exhibiting the
expected NOESY cross-peaks to the previously reported His64-
(E7) CδH; and III, AMXkLeuk+1Xk+2AMX k+3Ilek+4 that is
uniquely assigned to Phe103(G4)-Ile107(G8) with AMXk

exhibiting the expected NOESY cross-peaks to an aromatic ring.
While the C-helix backbone could not be located, a TOCSY-
detected Thr spin and a long-chain residue (six of the seven
protons) with significant dipolar shifts exhibit NOESY cross-
peaks to 4-vinyl and 5-CH3 as expected for Thr39(C4) and
Lys42(C7); the assignments are confirmed by the characteristic
helicalRi - âi+3 NOESY cross-peak. The residues Phe43(CD1),
Phe46(CD4), Phe33(B14) and Leu29(B10), His97(FG3), Ile99-
(FG5) have been assigned previously on the basis of unique
TOCSY and/or NOESY connectivities to the heme.14,31 The
complete list of assigned signals is given in Supporting
Information and includes the assignment of 109 of the 122, or
90%, of the target protons withδdip g 1 ppm orRFe e 9 Å, as
well as an additional 26 protons withRFe > 9 Å but with δdip

> 0.5 ppm. Target protons not assigned include five due to
lability and six side-chain protons likely lost because of expected
degeneracy, as well as the termini of two Leus that possess
mobility. The complete listing of assignments andδdip(calcd)

for target and other assigned residue protons are given in
Supporting Information.

The elusive, relaxed, distal His64(E7) CεH,31 with dipolar
contact primarily to other strongly relaxed protons, could be
assigned by steady-state NOEs in1H2O. The reference WEFT
spectrum of metMbCN in1H2O is shown in Figure 2B with the
assigned, resolved heme and His E7 signals labeled. Saturating
the His64(E7) NεH in Figure 2C results in NOEs to the
previously assigned31,44Phe43(CD1) CεH and Val68(E11) CγH3,
as well as to an unassigned strongly relaxed proton with strong
temperature-dependent chemical shift at 2.01 ppm that must
originate from the His64(E7) CεH. After location in 1H2O, it
was possible to detect the expected weak His64(E7) CεH
NOESY cross-peaks to the Val68(E11) CγH3 in 2H2O, as shown
in Figure 2D.

Magnetic Axes.Theδdip(obsd) for a proton was used as input
into the magnetic axes determination only if its value correlated
with its slope in a Curie plot, which is a reasonable criterion
for establishing that the proton has a fixed position relative to
the heme;10,14 96 of the 109 assigned target protons satisfied
this condition. A plot ofδdip(obsd) vs Curie slope for all of the
109 assigned target protons with dipolar shifts is given in
Supporting Information and reveals that the side-chain termini
of Leu F4, Val E11, and IleG8 are mobile and exhibit changes
in the mean orientation of the residue with temperature.10,14Last,
the dipolar shifts for the side-chain protons of His E7 were
omitted as input from all magnetic axes determinations because
the side chain can be expected to exhibit slightly different
orientations in metMbCN relative to MbCO. Five-parameter
searches were carried out at 25°C using a variety of subsets of
the availableδdip(obsd). The subsets were arranged as proximal
side protons (sets P), proximal and distal protons (sets PD),
remote protons from the iron (>8 Å; sets R) and protons near
the iron (<8 Å; sets N). To differentiate among data that could
be influenced by flexibility, data subsets included helix backbone
protons (set 1), helix backbone and nonmobile helix side-chain
protons (set 2), set 2 plus all suitable protons on the FG turn
(set 3), set 2 plus all suitable protons on the CD turn (set 4),
and set 2 plus all suitable protons on both turns FG and CD
(set 5). The additional reference set labeled VT includes a
representative 26 dipolar shifts which were used as input to
generate the magnetic axes over a range of temperatures The
identity and relevant spectral parameters for the protons in each
data set are listed in Supporting Information.

The optimized Euler angles,R, â, and κ () R + γ), and
anisotropies resulting from five-parameter searches at 25°C are
listed in Supporting Information. The excellent correlation of
δdip(obsd) vsδdip(calcd) at 25°C for the most extensive input
data set (see below) is shown in Figure 3A; the data for His64-
(E7) are also plotted using open markers. The parameters for
the 16 independent fits lead to highly clustered parameters with
total range37,45 R ) 150 ( 10°, â ) 15.8( 0.6°, κ ) -10 (
5°, ∆øax ) (2.56( 0.08)× 10-8 m3/mol and∆ørh ) (-0.59(
0.10)× 10-8 m3/mol and excellent residual error function, F/n,
with the results summarized in Figure 4. The use of the most
complete input data set, PD5, yields∆øax ) (2.48 ( 0.03)×
10-8 m3/mol, or a(1% uncertainty, and∆ørh ) (-0.59( 0.04)
× 10-8 m3/mol, a (7% uncertainty. Changes in the∆øax by

(42) Shrager, R. I.J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 1970, 17, 446-452; Press
W. H.; Flannery, B. P.; Teukolsky, S. A.; Vetterling, W. T. InNumerical
Recipes; Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1986, Chapter 15.

(43) Wüthrich, K. NMR of Proteins and Nucleic Acids; Wiley-Inter-
science: New York, 1986.

(44) Emerson, S. D.; Lecomte, J. T. J.; La Mar, G. N.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1988, 110, 4176-4182.

(45) The units of magnetic anisotropy are given in S. I. units, in contrast
to units used previously in this lab.10,14,25,26∆øs in ref 10 are converted to
SI units multiplying by 4π; those in refs 14 and 25 are converted to SI
units by multiplying∆øax by 12π NA (NA ) 6.02 × 1023) and ∆ørh by
-8πNA, and those in ref 26 by 4π.

δhf(obsd)) δDSS(obsd)- δDSS(dia) (6)
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30% from the optimized value at 25°C, followed by reopti-
mizing the other four parameters, results in a much larger
residualF/n ) 0.26, and tolarge systematic deViations of the
observed from the calculated dipolar shifts (not shown, see
Supporting Information). Last, a plot ofδdip(calcd) vsδdip(obsd)
specifically for the protons which exhibit either large or
dominant rhombic dipolar shifts also exhibits an excellent
correlation (shown in Supporting Information).

Temperature Dependence of Magnetic Properties.The
results of carrying out the five-parameter least-squares searches
using the 26 dipolar shifts in set VT over the temperature range
5 to 50°C also resulted in excellent correlation betweenδdip-
(obsd) andδdip(calcd), as shown in Figure 3B-D. The effect
of temperature on∆øax and∆ørh is shown in Figure 5A, which
also includes the previously reported11,46 theoretical values of
the former, shown as a solid line. The effect of temperature on
the Euler angles is included in Figure 5C-E. The value ofR
and â appear to decrease very slightly with temperature, but
the changes are only marginally outside the error limits.

Temperature Dependence of Contact Shifts.The use of
theδdip(calcd) over the temperature range 5-50 °C allows the
determination ofδcon(calcd) according to eqs 1, 3, and 6 for
the axial His and heme methyl and meso-H signals. The sepa-
ration of the shifts into their contact and dipolar contributions
at 25°C is shown in Table 1. In each case, the uncertaintities

in δdip(calcd) at 25° translate to uncertainties inδcon(calcd). Curie
plots of δhf(obsd) and δcon(calcd) for the heme methyls
determined on the basis of the experimentalδdip(calcd) in the
5-50 °C range are shown in Figure 6A and B, respectively
(dashed lines). In Figure 6B, we also show the plot ofδcon-
(calcd) based on an assumed strictT-1 dependence forδdip-
(calcd) imposed on theδdip(obsd) at 25°C (solid line). The
temperature dependence forδcon(calcd) for the His93(F8) CεH,
the only proton with sizable contact shift (Table 1) for which
the temperature dependence could be reasonably well defined,
is included in Figure 5B, where we also show the predicted11

behavior of the contact shift viaø/g.
Axial His Shifts in metMbCN Mutants. Detailed assign-

ments for the axial His resonances of a variety of sperm whale
single, double, and triple point mutants have shown25,26that the
axial His signals, like the nonligated residue protons, exhibit
dramatic shift ranges of 2-3 ppm for CRH and CâHs,∼5 ppm
for NδH, and ∼25 ppm for both CεH and CδH. Moreover,
analysis of theδdip(obsd) for the structurally conserved, non-
ligated proximal side residues had, in each case, afforded25,26a
set of magnetic axes for each metMbCN mutant in a manner
similar to that described above (the relevant data are tabulated
in Supporting Information). A plot ofδdip(calcd) versusδhf-
(obsd) for the axial His93(F8) resonances for these 16 metMbCN
mutants25,26 is shown in Figure 7. In each case the data points
show a reasonable correlation and are approximated by the
straight lines through the data points. The apparent intercept in

(46) The anisotropy units in ref 11 are converted to SI units by
multiplying by 4π.

Figure 2. Portions of: (A) the normal 500 MHz1H NMR reference spectrum of metMbCN in1H2O with labeling of the assigned resolved
resonances; (B) WEFT1H NMR spectrum (relaxation delay, 120 ms; repetition time 300 ms) of metMbCN that emphasizes strongly relaxed lines
and strongly suppresses the intensity of the diamagnetic envelope in the 0-5 ppm spectral window; (C) steady-state WEFT-NOE difference spectrum
upon saturating the assigned His64(E7) NεH resonance, with each detected (and expected) NOE labeled by the residue and proton origin; (D)
portion of the NOESY spectrum (50 ms) showing the expected dipolar connection between the newly assigned His64(E7) CεH and Val68(E11)
Cγ2H3.
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Figure 7 atδdip(calcd)) 0, which should representδcon for each
proton for His93(F8), is defined asδ* con(T-1 ) 0), and the
values for the His93(F8) protons are listed in Table 1.

Discussion

Definition of the Paramagnetic Susceptibility Tensor.The
results of five-parameter least-squares searches for∆øax, ∆ørh,
R, â, andγ for 16 different input data sets ranging from only
six input shifts (C1) lead to highly clustered values for all
parameters. A graphic representation of these results is given
in Figure 4. The only data set that deviates significantly from
any of the others is set N1 (proton helices withRFe < 8 Å),
which has only six experimental data points and is dismissed
as inadequate. For the remaining data sets, neither the size of
the data set nor its localization (proximal, distal, near, remote)
produced significant changes in any of the parameters, arguing
against significant mobility of side chains and/or loops in biasing
the magnetic axes determination. The failure to detect any bias
based on proton distance to the iron or location on either helix
or turn suggests that the crystal structure represents an adequate
representation of the mean solution structure.

Most accurately defined is∆øax, which exhibits a total range
(2.58 ( 0.09) × 10-8 m3/mol ((4%) for all data with more

than 10 input points, and 2.58( 0.10 ((2%) for the most
complete data set PD5. Combining range and uncertainty bounds
∆øax at (2.58( 0.10) × 10-8 m3/mol ((5%). Although∆ørh

has a range for different input sets and an uncertainty per set
that is comparable to that for∆øax, its smaller value leads to a
less well-defined value with∆ørh ) (-0.60 ( 0.10) × 10-8

m3/mol ((16%) m3/mol for all searches, which improves to
-0.60 ( 0.05 (∼8%) for the more extensive PD5 input data
set. In general, the uncertainty in each determined value
decreases sharply with the size of the data set without a
significant change in the value. The value for∆øax deduced
here is smaller (by∼8%) than the theoretical estimate,11,46and
slightly larger (by∼8%) than that estimated on the basis of
less complete data sets.47,48 Our conclusions here are that the
accuracy in the∆øax determination using the most comprehen-
sive and reliable data set is such so as to eliminate the possibility
that its value is 30% less than that reported previously, a value
that was suggested29 would invalidate an analysis28 of residual
dipolar contribution to15N-1H coupling constants in terms of
helical mobility in a partially oriented metMbCN. Moreover, a
30% change in∆øax led to plots ofδdip(obsd) vsδdip(calcd)
which exhibited large and systematic deviations from the unit
slope which were minimally improved by optimizing the
remaining four parameters (not shown; see Supporting Informa-
tion). Last, the 2.2 ppmδdip(obsd) for Leu29(B10) CRH, which
is 9.2 Å from the iron, alone demands a∆øax > 2.0 × 10-8

m3/mol.
The tilt, â, of the major axis from the heme normal exhibits

a range 15.9( 0.5° for all data sets and 15.9( 0.3° for the
most complete PD5 intput data and is the most accurately
determined Euler angle. In contrast,R, the direction of the tilt
of the major magnetic axis37 when projected on the heme plane,
exhibits a wider range, 150( 8°, for all valid input sets so that
the uncertainty per set extends to 150( 10°; the range is only
moderately imporved for the more complete PD sets to 151(
5°. The lower uncertainties, with minor variation in mean, with
increased size of data set are particularly evident for the more
complete PD set. Last, while bothR ((10°) and γ ((10°)
exhibited ranges of values with the particular data sets, the sum,
κ ) R + γ, which represents the projection of the rhombic axes
on the heme plane,37 exhibits uncertainties ((10°) which are
also less than the sums of those forR andγ. The Euler angles
are within the uncertainties of values reported on the basis of
less complete data sets10,14,47,48 and confirm the previous
estimates of uncertainties inR, â, κ of (1, (10, (10°,
respectively, based primarily on the sensitivity of the error
function to the variations in these angles. The poorer definitions
of ∆ørh andκ result largely from the fact that the heme occupies
most of the space significantly influenced by these two
parameters and hence is an intrinsic limitation of this approach.
It is noted, however, that the correlation betweenδdip(obsd) and
δdip(calcd) for protons with large contributions from∆ørh (either
as magnitude or as fraction of total dipolar shift) correlate as
well as do the remainder of the data (not shown, see Supporting
Information).

Last, while the His64(E7) ring protons were not used as input
in the magnetic axes determinations, the observed dipolar shifts
are well-predicted (open marker, Figure 3) at all temperatures,
indicating that the major difference for the His64(E7) ring in
metMbCN relative to MbCO15 is the rearrangement of the labile

(47) Banci, L.; Pierattelli, R.; Turner, D. L.Eur. J. Biochem. 1995, 237,
522-527.

(48) The anisotropy units in ref 47 are converted to molar anisotropies
by mulitplying by NA.

Figure 3. Plot of δdip(obsd) versusδdip(calcd) determined by the
magnetic axes determinations: (A) using the most complete and reliable
input data set PD3 with 87 input points at 25°C, and using the input
data set A at (B) 50°C, (C) 25°C, and (D) 5°C. The input data are
shown by solid markers. Also included in each case are the data for
the His64(E7) ring (open marker) whose orientation in metMbCN may
differ slightly from that in the reference MbCO structure.
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proton from the ring Nδ in the latter, to the ring Nε in the former,
as found50 in MbO2.

Temperature Dependence of Magnetic Axes.The experi-
mental∆øax, ∆ørh, R, â, andκ as a function of temperature are
shown in Figure 5, which also shows the theoretical lines11,46

for ∆øax. The robust nature of the magnetic axes is affirmed by
the observation of a very regular temperature dependence to
∆øax that is defined by a straight line that bears remarkable
similarity to that predicted for the system.11 In accordance with
predictions for metMbCN,∆øax exhibits a temperature depen-
dence in the experimental accessible temperature range with a
significant negative apparent intercept. This negative intercept
has been shown11 to result from an essentially temperature-
dependent second-order Zeeman (SOZ) contribution that is of
the opposite sign as the temperature dependence first-order
Zeeman (FOZ) contribution. The close parallel in both the
magnitude and temperature dependence of∆øax between the

experimental and theoretical results serves to validate the results.
The values of∆ørh over the same temperature range also lead
to a well-defined straight line, despite larger uncertainties than
for ∆øax, as shown in Figure 5A. The plots of the fractional
changes in both∆øax and∆ørh, normalized to the value at 25
°C, are shown as dash-dot-dash-dot lines for∆øax and dash-
dot-dot lines for∆ørh and show that the magnitude of∆ørh

decreases fractionally much more rapidlythan either the
experimental or theoretical value for∆øax. Whereas the expected
temperature behavior for∆ørh was not reported,11 the smaller
negative SOZ contribution relative to the positive FOZ for∆ørh,
when compared to∆øax, would lead to the expectation that∆ørh

would exhibit less intrinsic “hyper-Curie” behavior than∆øax,
in contrast to what is observed (Figure 5A).

The changes in Euler angle with temperature (6° for R, 0.6°
for â, and 6° for κ), are surprisingly systematic, as shown in
Figure 5C-E, but are in each case less than the uncertainties

(49) Cheng, X.; Schoenborn, B. P.J. Mol. Biol. 1991, 222, 381-399. (50) Hanson, J. C.; Schoenborn, B. P.Nature1981, 53, 117-146.

Figure 4. Graphic representation of the mean absolute input dipolar shift (A), the number of input data points (B), the Euler angles37 and their
uncertainties,R (C), â (D), andκ ) R + γ (E), the axial (F) and rhombic (G) anisotropies45 and their uncertainties, and the residual error function,
F/n (H) resulting from five-parameter least-squares searches for the anisotropies and orientation of the paramagnetic susceptibility tensor of sperm
whale metMbCN at 25°C. The symbols at the bottom for the different input data sets represent: P, proximal protons; PD, both proximal and distal
protons; R, protons remote from the iron (>8 Å); N, protons near the iron (e8 Å), and 1, only helix backbone protons; 2, helix backbone and
immobile side-chain protons; 3, set 2 plus the protons on the FG-corner; 4, set 2 plus protons on the CD corner; 5, set 2 plus protons on both the
FG and CD corners; set VT is the reference data set used for the variable temperature study.
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for the VT data set, and hence, it can be concluded that the
structure of the heme cavity is not significantly altered in the
temperature range. These results are consistent with the minimal
structural changes observed in the 298 and 77 K crystal
structures.51 The well-defined anisotropies and Euler angles and
the adherence of these parameters to changes in temperature
along with expectations for a well-defined solution structure
lead us to conclude that1H NMR has considerable promise in
determining the anisotropy and orientation of the paramagnetic
susceptibility tensor in low-spin ferrihemoproteins.

Heme and Axial His Contact Shifts.The ability to quan-
titatively describe the dipolar shifts for 96 protons which exhibit
only δdip allows us to quantitatively predictδdip for the heme
methyl, meso, and axial His(F8) protons, as shown in Table 1.
Consistent with earlier considerations,12 the heme methyl shift
pattern is indeed dominated by the contact shift, and the pattern
of contact shifts among the four methyls is similar to that for
the total hyperfine shifts, except that the opposite sign ofδcon

andδdip leads to less fractional asymmetry in the apparent spin
distribution (see below) than apparent inδhf(obsd), as observed
in the Curie plots in Figure 6. Of more interest is the result that
each of themeso-H’s clearly exhibits significant low-field
contact shifts,as was suggested earlier on the basis of much
more

(51) Frauenfelder, H.; Hartmann, H.; Karplus, M.; Kuntz, I. D., Jr.;
Kuriyan, J.; Parak, F.; Petsko, G. A.; Ringe, D.; Tilton, R. F., Jr.; Connolly,
M. L.; Max, N. Biochemistry1987, 26, 254-261

Figure 5. (A) Plot of the determined∆øax
45 (closed squares) and (-)∆ørh (closed circles) as a function of reciprocal temperature (Curie plot)

obtained from five-parameter searches for the magnetic axes in the temperature range 5-50 °C. The solid line marked H-G represents the theoretical
values for∆øax reported by Horrocks and Greenberg.11,46 The fractional changes with temperature (using the value at 25°C as a reference) for the
experimental anisotropies are shown for∆øax (open squares) and∆ørh (open circles), and the theoretical value is shown by a solid line. (B) Experi-
mentalδcon(calcd) for His93(F8) CεH (closed squares) as a function of temperature in a Curie plot determined as described in text. The solid lines
represent the theoretical fractional change in contact shift in eq 2 as a function of temperature, normalized to 25°C, and the dashed-dotted lines
represent the fractional change inδcon(calcd) as a function of temperature, normalized to 25°C. The effect of temperature on the orientation of the
magnetic axes,37 R, â, κ ) R + γ are shown in (C), (D), and (E), respectively.

Table 1. Separation of Contact and Dipolar Shifts for the Heme and Axial His93(F8) in MetMbCNa

δDSS(obsd)a δDSS(dia)b δhf(obsd)c δhf(int)d δdip(calcd)e δcon(calcd)f δcon(int)g δ* con
h

heme
1-CH3 18.55 3.63 14.92 -4.2 -3.2( 0.2 18.0( 0.2 -6.8
3-CH3 4.76 3.79 0.97 12.1 -5.0( 0.2 6.0( 0.2 11.7
5-CH3 27.07 2.53 24.54 -6.1 -3.0( 0.2 27.5( 0.2 -8.6
8-CH3 12.88 3.59 9.29 1.0 -5.4( 0.2 14.7( 0.2 -2.4
R-meso-H 4.37 9.92 -5.55 0.3 -12.1( 0.5 6.6( 0.5 0.6
â-meso-H 2.09 9.34 -7.25 7.7 -10.1( 0.4 2.8( 0.4 -1.3
γ-meso-H 5.98 10.15 -4.17 1.3 -10.5( 0.4 6.3( 0.4 0.9
δ-meso-H 4.05 9.86 -5.81 4.4 -11.9( 0.5 6.1( 0.5 -6.2

His(F8)
NH 13.88 7.15 6.73 -4.1 5.5( 0.1 0.9( 0.1 -0.4( 1.0
CRH 7.47 2.90 4.57 -1.4 4.6( 0.1 0.01( 0.1 0.8( 0.3
Câ1H 11.59 1.55 10.04 -3.4 6.6( 0.2 3.4( 0.2 -1.6 2.6( 1.2
Câ2H 6.35 1.72 4.63 -0.4 3.9( 0.2 0.8( 0.2 -1.7 0.9( 0.3
NδH 21.31 9.36 11.95 -7.6 15.4( 0.3 -3.5( 0.3 0.4 -6.8( 1.6
CδH -4.78 1.13 -5.91 8.6 -4.8( 0.8 -1.1( 0.8 -16.1 -2.5( 0.8
CεH 18.98 1.66 17.32 -24.3 36.6( 1.0 -19.3( 1.0 10.5 -14.1( 1.6

a Shifts in ppm at 25°C, in 2H2O, pH 8.6.b Diamagnetic chemical shift for MbCO.38 c Hyperfine shift given by eq 6.d Intercept, in ppm, atT-1

) 0 in a plot ofδhf(obsd) versusT-1 (Curie plot).e Determined by eq 3 and magnetic axes for data set PD3.f Contact shift obtained from eq 1 and
eq 6.g Intercept atT-1 ) 0 in a plot ofδcon(calcd) versusT-1 (Curie plot).h Intercept atδdip(calcd) in a plot ofδhf(obsd) versusδdip(calcd) for the
His F8 protons in 16 point mutant MbCN complexes.25,26
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primitive approaches to separation ofδdip and δcon in model
complexes.7,52 The porphyrin 3e(π) MOs7,8 have significant
coefficients at the pyrrole carbons but exhibit nodes at the meso-
carbon. The lowest vacant 4e(π) MOs could be expected to
weakly interact with dπ orbitals;7,8 however, this would lead to
significantupfieldmeso-H contact shifts, contrary to observation.
One possible origin of this low-field meso-H contact shift is
someσ-spin delocalization due to the fact that the large tilt
(∼16°) of the major magnetic axis eliminates theσ/π separation
of the d orbitals and could make the spin containing dxz or dyz

orbitals weaklyσ-bonding. The other possibility is thatσ/π
separation is lost due to the commonly observed deformation
of the heme from planarity. In any case, the origin of contact
shifts for the meso-H from a mechanism other thanπ spin
density in the 3e(π) MOs of the heme could have serious
consequences for the interpretation of the anomalous temperature
dependence of the heme methyl contact shifts in terms of the
energy separation between the dxz and dyz orbital holes (see
below).

Separation ofδcon and δdip for the axial His93(F8) demon-
strates thatδhf for both CRH and NpH are essentially dipolar, a
conclusion that is consistent with the expectation thatπ spin
delocalizations have no effective mechanism for extending
beyond theâ-carbon of the ligated His.6 The δcon values for
His93(F8) show that theπ spin density is primarily at CεH,
where it induces the expected large upfieldδcon, as noted
previously for axial His in a variety of low-spin ferrihemopro-

teins.19 A lesser amount ofπ spin density manifests itself at
the Cγ, where it induces the expected smallerupfield CâH
contact shift; the relative magnitude of the Câ1H and Câ2H δcon

is consistent with the known orientation relative to the imidazole
plane.53 The data in Figure 5B show that the His(F8) CεH
contact shift exhibits strong hyper-Curie behavior.

The robust nature of theδcon andδdip separation is strongly
supported by the fact thatδcon values for the axial His(F8)
obtained by this manner for WT metMbCN are the same, within
experimental uncertainty, as derived from the intercepts ofδdip-
(calcd) vsδhf(obsd) (Figure 7) (definedδ* con in Table 1) for

(52) Satterlee, J. D.; La Mar. G. N.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976, 98, 2804-
2808.

(53) The contact shift for a methylene proton that senses unpaired spin
π density is∝ cos2 ψ, whereψ is the angle between the pz axis and the
H-C-C plane;6 the valuesψ, ∼30° and 77° for Câ1H and Câ2H,
respectively, correctly predict the much larger contact shift for Câ1H.

Figure 6. Curie plots for the heme methyls in metMbCN: (A)δhf-
(obsd) (dashed lines) and (B)δcon(calcd) obtained via eqs 1 and 6 using
the experimentally determined temperature dependence forδdip(calcd)
(dashed lines). The solid line in (B) showsδcon(calcd) obtained via eq
5 of theδdip(calcd) at 25°C as forced to exhibit true Curie behavior
(∝T-1 with zero intercept) (1-CH3, open circle; 3-CH3, closed circle;
5-CH3, open square; 8-CH3, closed square) of metMbCN.

Figure 7. Plot of δdip(calcd) versusδhf(obsd) for (A) NPH (open
circles), CRH (open squares), Câ1H (closed triangles) and Câ2H (closed
squares) and (B) imidazole ring NδH (open triangles), CδH (closed
circles), and CεH (closed triangles) of the His93(F8) in 16 metMbCN
mutants for which the magnetic axes for those have been determined
and reported.25,26 The data points for each proton can be fit to a line
whose intercept (defined asδ* con(T-1 ) 0)) at δdip(calcd)) 0 should
correspond toδcon. The values ofδ* con (T-1 ) 0) are listed in Table 1.
The identity of the mutants and the tabulated data are provided in
Supporting Information.
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16 sperm whale single, double, and triple mutants25,26for which
highly varied orientation in the major magnetic axis induces a
large range of shifts for the axial His. The strong similarity of
the axial Hisδcon values obtained in these two procedures shows
that the highly variable hyperfine shifts with mutations for both
the axial His and the nonligated residues in metMbCN com-
plexes can be explained by a single, consistent interpretative
basis with a conserved contact shift (i.e., conserved Fe-His
π-bonding) with mutation and with primarilythe orientation
of the major magnetic axis modulatedamong the various distal
mutants.

Relevance to the Spacing for the Orbital Excited State.
A simplistic picture for the electronic/magnetic properties of
the low-spin hemin/His chromophore with the His oriented along
the N-Fe-N vectors through pyrroles B and D would have
∆øax conserved for the ground (dxy)2(dxz)2(dyz) and excited (dxy)2-
(dyz)2(dxz) orbital states and∆ørh rotated by 90° (i.e., a change
of sign) between the two states.54 The ground (dyz hole) state,
moreover, would exhibit large pyrrole A(1-CH3) and C(5-CH3),
negligible pyrrole B(3-CH3) and D(8-CH3) contact shifts and
large His F8 contact shifts, while the excited (dxz hole) state
would display large contact shifts for pyrrole B(3-CH3), D(8-
CH3), but none for either pyrroles A(1-CH3), C(5-CH3) or the
axial His. For the case where the energy spacing between the
dxz and dyz orbital holes is comparable tokT, and we assume
strict Curie behavior for bothδdip andδcon for a single orbital
state, raising the temperature to populate the excited state should
lead to: (1) hyper-Curie (apparent intercept of opposite sign to
the shift) and hypo-Curie (large intercept of the same sign as
the shift in a Curie plot) for methyls of pyrrole A, C and pyrrole
B, D, respectively; (2) a strong hyper-Curie behavior for the
axial His(F8)δcon, with intercept of opposite sign to the shift;
and (3) hyper-Curie behavior for the effective∆ørh. Inspection
of Figures 5A,B and 6 reveals that this isqualitatiVely the
behavior shown by metMbCN for the heme methyls, His F8
CεH contact shift, and∆ørh. Thus, all three manifestations of
the expected effect of thermal population of the excited orbital
state are clearly observed. More ambiguous, however, is the
route for making qualitative estimates to∆E.

The observed “anomalous” temperature behavior related to
population of the excited state could be interpreted in terms of
the magnitude of the orbital spacing which, in turn, could
provide detailed information on the axial His-Fe bond strength.
There are several factors, however, which preclude at this time
such a meaningful interpretation for the globins. First, the
temperature dependence for bothδcon andδdip are predicted11

to be non-Curie for a given state, and the present study generated
experimental data to substantiate this fact. It is readily apparent
that the correction ofδhf (Figure 6A) forδdip with strict Curie

(Figure 6B, solid lines) and the experimental temperature
dependence onδdip (Figure 6B, dashed lines) alters the degree
of “hypo”- and “hyper”-Curie behavior for the methylδcon, and
would lead to different estimates of∆E. Second, the heme meso-
H’s exhibit contact shifts that are consistent withdominantσ
delocalized spin. This could result either from the breakdown
of σ/π separation for dxz, dyz from significant tilt of the major
magnetic axis from the heme normal or from the known
deformation of the porphyrin atoms from a plane. Thus, suchσ
spin density likely also contributes to the methyl contact shift,
and the temperature of theπ andσ contribution to the methyl
contact shifts would be expected to differ. Last, the pattern of
heme methyl contact shifts shows less asymmetry than that
expected from a His F8 ring oriented within 5° of the N-Fe-N
vector,16 and theκ ) -8° determined herein is not consistent
with the κ ) +5° predicted55 by the counter-rotation rule and
observed in models,52,56 and suggests that the orbital hole is
not determined solely by the axial His. This latter effect would
lead to a decrease (increase) inδcon for the axial His F8 in the
ground (excited) orbital state. Potential contributions to the
location of the rhombic axes are the ubiquitous vinyl groups
which can conjugate with the heme and resolve the contact shift
degeneracy of the four methyls even in a model with axially
symmetric ligands57 and the strongπ contacts of the heme with
the ubiquitous Phe43(CD1) and His97(FG3) in mammalian
globins. Solution NMR characterization of metMbCN complexes
reconstituted with appropriate chemically modified hemin and
point mutants designed to perturb aromatic heme contacts are
in progress.
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